Load detection and discrimination in a catching task: role of haptic and auditory information.
The aim of this study was to verify the contribution of haptic and auditory cues in the quick discrimination of an object mass. Ten subjects had to brake with the right hand the movement of a cup due to the falling impact of an object that could be of two different masses. They were asked to perform a quick left hand movement if the object was of the prescribed mass according to the proprioceptive and auditory cues they received from object contact with the cup and did not react to the other object. Three conditions were established: with both proprioceptive and auditory cues, only with proprioceptive cue or only with an auditory cue. When proprioceptive information was available subjects advanced responses time to the impact of the heavy object as compared with that of the light object. The addition of an auditory cue did not improve the advancement for the heavy object. We conclude that when a motor response has to be chosen according to different combinations of auditory and proprioceptive load-related information, subjects used mainly haptic information to fast respond and that auditory cues do not add relevant information that could ameliorate the quickness of a correct response.